2009
Disturbed
R. Reyes
K. Hood
Z. Leppo
560

Savage
E. Lesser
J. Noyola
V. Leppo
553

DEDICATION
George Kane passed away in November of 2009. He had an extraordinary
life, both in terms of age (he would have turned 105 on January 1, 2010) and
of continuous involvement with the West End House (in 1915 he joined the
Club and in 1919 he first attended the camp). He served as President of the
Alumni Association, the Camp Corporation, and the Club, he chaired many
committees, and he was the leader for many fundraising projects, including
the efforts that resulted in the creation of a modern day camp in 1950
complete with cabins (in place of tents), a large dining hall, and a
magnificent gym. In the late 1960s, after the demise of the West End section
of Boston, he again rose to the occasion to lead efforts to raise the $1.6
million needed to build a new Club in a different community (Allston). In the
1990s he and his family, through their own donations and donations they
solicited from friends and associates, created the Louis I. Kane Leadership
Center, a new third floor in the renovated Allston facility that was named in
memory of George’s late son, himself a tireless supporter and advocate for
the West End House cause. In 2008 George made a substantial donation to
help sponsor the publication of the book chronicling the 100 year history of
the camp.
There are many stories that can be told about George Kane, more so
because of the many years we were blessed by his presence. His commitment
to his family is inspirational and his loyalty to his West End House friends is
legendary; indeed, the line in the House Song (“when you’re one of the boys,
you’re always one of the boys”) was never so true than in the actions,
commitments, and friendships that epitomized his life.
George was, and always will be, one of the boys. He was the West End
House.
In his honor and in his memory, the 2009 Spirit is lovingly dedicated to

GEORGE E. KANE

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
There are many people whose assistance during this past year has been invaluable to the camp. We
offer our sincere gratitude to the following individuals and institutions that contributed to the success of the
season:
·Michael Berger, President of WEH Camp, for his tremendous enthusiasm, commitment and
involvement throughout the year.
·Marty Jacobs and Henry Barr, Past Presidents of the WEH Camp Corporation, for their continued
leadership, advice, and presence.
·Members of the Camp Corporation, who oversee the operation and whose committees meet regularly
to ensure that WEH Camp is the very best it can possibly be. These great people are listed elsewhere in the
Spirit, and each has been tremendous in his or her support of the Camp.
·Aaron Leppo (Full Line Graphics) – thank you for your patience and generosity in arranging for the
printing of the Spirit for 2009 (and for many previous years, too!).
·The Camp Breakfast is always a great time, and Bert and Esther Wynn, with the help of many others,
continue to ensure its success by providing many raffle prizes for the children.
·Tony Goroshko and Goroshko Moving Co. – deepest gratitude for transporting supplies to camp in
the spring and for picking up and bringing trunks and baggage to Boston the last day of camp.
·Sheila O’Connell and Caritas St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center in Brighton for their donation of
medical supplies.
·The fine folks at Franciscan Children’s Hospital in Brighton – we thank you for the use of your
parking lot for bus departures and arrivals. It is an ideal meeting space!
·Sincere gratitude to the staff at the West End House Boys & Girls Club, especially Executive
Director Andrea Howard and Director of Support Services, Karen Cyr, for their cooperation and assistance
throughout the year.
·Thanks to the dozen Camp Alumni who spent a weekend at Camp last spring and helped on many
projects.
·Brien Wong for meeting the returning buses at Franciscan Hospital and making sure that campers
and luggage were picked up!

ABOUT THE COVER
What do you think of first when you are reminiscing about West End House Camp? The beautiful setting?
The fun activities? The history and tradition? All these will come to mind quickly. However, most likely
your first thoughts will go to the people, fellow staff and campers who became your brothers for the summer
and your friends for life. Both the front and back covers show many of the special individuals who turned
2009 into a magical and memorable time for all of us.

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
I am writing this message in December 2009 at the “Six Month Point” – six months ago the 2009 season
began, and six months from now the 2010 season will start! It is always interesting at this midway point to reflect on
the past as we look forward to the future.
Earlier in December I visited camp. It was a beautiful day, with glorious sunshine keeping the temperature at a
very comfortable level. The menu board outside the dining hall still listed what was served last August on the last day
of camp, and the hand sanitizers were still in place. I almost expected to hear second bell soon and to see everyone
going to the Council Ring prior to coming to the dining hall! It was a nice daydream, made all the more pleasant by
knowing that on June 27, 2010 it will become a reality as the camp will reverberate with spirited sounds of laughter
and delight as the busses and parents drop off the campers on Opening Day.
Each summer the camp season is better than the previous one! This does not happen by itself. It is the result of
a tremendous amount of planning, meetings, phone calls, interviews, mailings, email and web activity, travel, and
coordination before the start of camp, as well as all the work that goes on during the camping season. Although Camp
is open eight weeks for the children, the task of directing it encompasses a full 52 weeks each year. It is a task that is
so ably handled by Steve Lepler. His commitment, energy, creativity, concern, and organizational skills are
unmatched, as evidenced by summers that are always successful, by beds that are filled with campers who are not only
happy but who gain from their experience with us, and by a staff that is diverse, qualified, talented, and trained. His
fervent determination to ensure that West End House Camp remains the very best among all camps is evident. Thank
you, Steve, for all you have done and will continue to do!
Ryan Wilensky has been a most valuable addition. Since October of 2007 he has served as Director of
Operations, a position whose responsibilities go beyond any job descriptions. His presence has truly made a positive
difference at camp, and in true West End House Camp tradition he gives over and above the call of duty to ensure
success.
We were fortunate to have veteran nurse Sandi Nelson with us for the entire summer. Her care and concern for
the campers and staff is exceptional.
Lee Russell returned as our head cook at camp. Assisted by his wife, Linda, and by Tom Mercier, he kept the
delicious food flowing from the kitchen and always accommodated special events. We are truly grateful to Lee, Linda
and Tom for the quality and quantity of the food they prepared.
As I have said many times, the Custodian is the key to the operation, and John Fredette willingly faced any and
all tasks. He is such a knowledgeable and talented person, and he made sure that the facility ran smoothly at all times.
Special mention to Norm and Joan Scott, whose efforts at Camp this year and for the past dozen or so seasons are
genuinely appreciated. Norm and Joan retired after the 2009 season. They are a great couple who will always be part of
the West End House Camp Family.
I want to express my sincere appreciation to Ramie Lepler, who once again this summer volunteered in many
instances and was always ready and willing to lend a helping hand. Thank you, Ramie, for all that you have done for
us.
I am especially pleased to offer my thanks to my wife, Bryna. Her volunteer efforts keeping track of the
campers’ spending money, picking up the mail, making trips to the clinic or hospital, running the canteen, helping in
the infirmary, picking up supplies, etc., are truly invaluable. She is a remarkable person!
Most of all, I want to offer my gratitude to the staff and to the campers. Ultimately, the success of the season
comes down to quality of campers and quality of staff – and once again both “categories” were of the highest level!
Don’t forget to check out our fantastic website (www.westendhousecamp.org) and to let your friends know
about us! We continue to attract new campers largely through word of mouth, and we welcome your referrals.
In the meantime, stay well, and take care. Call (617-783-2267), email (wehbgclub@aol.com) or write (105
Allston St., Allston, MA 02134-5029) me if I can help in any way.
Bill Margolin

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
It is Saturday afternoon August 22nd. West End House Camp is eerily quiet. All of you are back home after
your awesome 2009 season. We truly kicked off our second century in style.
I just finished my annual post-camp walk, this time a 3 mile loop past West Pond, through the apple orchards,
to the cliff overlooking Long Pond, and then back to my cabin. Now I am watching a sun shower from my porch. It is
another uniquely beautiful day at WEHC. I am looking for a rainbow to emerge as I try to share my feelings about
what made 2009 so special.
There were 6 equally important components to our success: 1) high quality and quantity of campers; 2)
outstanding veteran staff; 3) excellent leadership team; 4) well run sports, waterfront, and special activity programs; 5)
our positive upbeat attitude and clear mission; and 6) a beautiful well kept and well utilized facility and setting. The
yearlong emphasis upon all these pieces led to a season that we all can look back upon with pride.
We had 235 campers, a nice combination of veterans and rookies, who kept WEHC overflowing with
energetic and enthusiastic youngsters. Our staff was experienced and exceptional, led by 8 members of the newly
formed Ten Year Club: Ryan Wilensky, Mike Jacobs, Brandon Avergon, Rashad Cudjoe, Mike Stawowy, Jordan
Shapiro, Jason Cohen, and Jesse Charney-Golden. The 47 inductees of our Five Year Club included both campers and
staff. Augmenting all these veterans were many outstanding rookie campers and a few “friends of friends” new
counselors.
I can not thank our leadership team enough, starting from Mr. WEHC, Bill Margolin, my mentor and friend,
and his tireless wife Bryna; my right hand man Ryan Wilensky, who oversaw the daily operations in an extremely
competent and effective manner, and his helpful wife Rachel who gave dozens of campers the opportunity to
experience the thrill of waterskiing, wakeboarding, and tubing; Waterfront Director Mark Sands who came back to
passionately lead a safe, fun, and varied waterfront program, with a special emphasis upon fishing much to the glee of
many current and new anglers; our excellent nurse Sandi Nelson, who led us to an extremely safe and healthy summer,
especially compared to other camps; Property Manager John Fredette whose range of skills and commitment to the
beauty and function of the camp, along with his experienced and able assistant Norm Scott, helped keep us the most
scenic one around; and Head Chef Lee Russell who, along with his wife Linda and new addition Tom Mercier,
produced delicious, plentiful, deluxe meals. Lastly (or should I say firstly), I want to thank my wife Ramie for her help
and support at camp, and most importantly for her putting up with my crazy camp work schedule both in and out of
season.
The most important element that I have emphasized in my expanded role at WEHC is the positive attitude,
energy, and commitment to help further improve an already great and historic camp in our second century. I think we
are off to a very good start and I pledge to do all I can to continue this process. West End House Camp is the best place
in the world. Let’s make it even better. I thank all of you in advance for joining with me during the 2010 season and
beyond to make this happen.
Best regards to you and your families,
Steve Lepler

Message from the Operations Director
Many thanks need to go out for making the 2009 summer one of the best ever. First off, Steve’s first year as
Director was a smooth transition. It isn’t easy replacing a legend, as Steve did, but his hard work and relentless pursuit
of top notch campers is the number one reason for this summer’s success. Although Bill is no longer Director, he
continues to be as vital as ever. His overall guidance and the incredible good will in the East Parsonsfield and Allston
communities he has established are invaluable. I feel honored and privileged to be a part of the leadership team that
helps run the best camp in America.
There are many other people who made this summer run smoothly. Special thanks go out to John Fredette,
Lee, Linda, Tom and Sandi for always being there when you need them. Also, this summer marked the return of Mark
“Little Abbott” Sands, who brought back that old school West End passion we were in need of. We all knew Mark
was going to bring a top notch fishing program, but he also ran a safe and fun waterfront. Also, Ramie deserves to be
recognized for volunteering helping out at the waterfront as well. I’d like to thank Bryna for doing all the behind the
scenes things that many people do not see. Finally, I want to thank my new bride, Rachel for helping out with driving
the boat, for supporting my efforts in trying to improve the camp and being my most valuable advisor. Oh and for
playing a great Marjorie Cressey.
I always believe that camp is as good as its staff. This year’s staff was one of the best I ever can remember in
my 15 years at the camp. In fact, I think I can say with certainty that we have NEVER had a more qualified waterfront
staff as we did this year. There were times when I was at camp in the 90s, when having 1 Water Safety Instructor
(WSI) on board was good. This summer we had 3 WSIs, 6 lifeguards and we trained 7 more lifeguards over the
summer as well. We had Mike Jacobs, who is a qualified Sailing instructor and ran a terrific program. Under the
leadership of Mark Sands, the waterfront staff was top notch, with Brandon Avergon doing much of the scheduling,
Jason Cohen doing teaching and lifeguarding, and Justin Avergon being a wonderful teacher as well.
This summer I was sure we had the staff in place to try out some new things. One of the most memorable
moments of the summer for me took place before camp even started. We had a contest during Setup Week to see who
could come up with the best new Night Activity. The winner was the group led by one of our most creative
counselors, Ben Olins, which was “Crossfire.” However, the group led by Rashad Cudjoe and Mike Stawowy came up
with a human (and non-contact) version of the board game “Stratego.” This activity became known as “Westendo,”
and in my opinion is the best new activity at camp since Desert War in 1998. Another group, led by Dan Bernard and
Dave Voshchin, came up with a “Murder Mystery,” in which the campers had to use their detective skills to solve fake
homicides.
Another memorable example of how talented, creative and committed our staff is, was when I made it known
that I wanted to change the “Ironman” during Desert War. Jason Cohen took the lead. With the help of Brandon
Avergon, Ben Olins, and Dave Voshchin we came up with a timed Swimming, Biking, and Running Triathlon. From
now on the top 10 best times will be tracked on our new “West End’s Ironmen” plaque made by Rashad, who could
not have done a better job of making this plaque. The new Triathlon starts on the new “Desert War Rock,” which is
painted yearly in the color of the winning Desert War team.
Our Senior Staff also distinguished itself by the terrific coaching of Jordan Shapiro and Dan Bernard leading
our 15-under Baseball team to a championship; our boys from Texas, Andrew DeMarco and Travis Clark, helping to
lead the Soccer Program; Jesse Charney-Golden doing a much better job than I did with the 15-under hoops squad;
Matt Shivers dominating Brion Rock in Karaoke; Mike Stawowy improving our Archery program; Thibaut Rochette
becoming one of our best counselors and a terrific Color War coach; Neal Zucker being our best waterskiing
instructor; Ben Yudysky being our best referee; Josh Singer coming back and being our most enthusiastic counselor;
and Alex Melton listening to my sales pitch over Thanksgiving dinner and making me look good for pursuing him.
I look forward to another great summer at West End House Camp in 2010. I think new ideas like the “Sunday
Intensity” program will be even stronger after piloting it at the end of the summer. I look forward to having more
emphasis on programs such as tennis and lacrosse. We have some terrific CITs coming through the ranks who will be
the future leaders of the camp, and those new CITs out there should look at the impact the group had last year and
realize they can make an immediate impact. Steve, Bill and I are already planning for 2010 and plan on making it even
better than 2009.
--Ryan Wilensky

WEST END HOUSE CAMP CORPORATION
Members of the West End House Camp Corporation are people who have all had a long affiliation with the West
End House organization and who volunteer extraordinary time and efforts throughout the year for the benefit of the
West End House Camp. The Officers and Directors, as of January 1, 2010, are:

President: Michael Berger
Vice President: Jim Stoller
Vice President: Bill Swiecicki
Treasurer: David Bikofsky
Clerk: Martha Day
Immediate Past President: Marty Jacobs
Past President: Henry Barr
Brett Barenholtz
Adam Barr
Brian Bloch
Sidney Boorstein
Ron Cochran
Paul Cohen
Steve Curley
Geoff Dancey

Steve Dancey
Carolyn Eggert
Bill Faria
Robert Goober
Paul Gordon
Dr. Evan Hack
Dr. Jeffrey Kublin
Aaron Leppo
John Parker
Lee Rappaport
Robert Ryter
Keith Sherman
Jared Wilk
Steven Wynn
Bert Wynn
John Zinman

MICHAEL W. CATALDO, SR. AWARD
Mike Cataldo had been affiliated with the West End House since childhood. He served as President of the WEH
Alumni Association, the WEH Boys & Girls Club, and the WEH Camp, and was Co-Chairman of the Camp
Committee for many, many years. He was a most dedicated and tireless worker for the organization; we all felt a
profound loss when he passed away in 1999.
In memory of this outstanding individual, an award is presented annually to a person whose efforts, commitment,
and service to the West End House Camp are in keeping with the tradition and character so exemplified by Michael W.
Cataldo, Sr.
Recipients have been:
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Billy Swiecicki
Henry L. Barr
Bert Wynn
Marty Jacobs
Elmer “Bud” Runyon
Hy Escott
Steve Curley
Bryna Leeder
Jim Stoller
Laurie Kaplan
Sid Boorstein

WEHC ELITE EIGHT 2008
We are pleased to recognize the following campers who made the wise decision to spend the full 8 weeks at
WEHC this past summer. By virtue of their commitment, skills, and continuity, they were the primary
leaders in their age groups and in the camp in general. They did an outstanding job of leading camp to one of
its best years ever. They received special privileges, recognition, and responsibilities throughout the season.
We hope you become a member of the Elite 8 during the summer of 2010.

Panharith Kong
Jacob Stetson
Sam Eggert
Sam London
Ian Finn
Jonah Rappaport
Jack Lesser
Ben Eggert
Roque Reyes
Marcus Tingling
Jordan Leppo
Adam Josephson
Josue Seaone
Luke Stillman
Andrew Mastrangelo
Eric Lesser
Jake Ryter
Jay Mastrangelo
Gabe Sands
Zach Chason
Vajra Spring

2009 MID-SEASON AWARDS
At the end of the first 2 weeks and at the end of
the first 4 weeks campers are honored for their
achievements. The following campers were
chosen from many excellent nominees by
members of the Senior Staff:
Junior Rookie (1st 2 weeks): Joey Lydon
Senior Rookie (1st 2 weeks): David Cohen
Junior Rookie (2nd 2 weeks): Daniel Jacobs
Senior Rookie (2nd 2 weeks): David Driscoll
Outstanding Junior: Javier Tascon
Outstanding Senior: James Morris

2009 CAMPER AWARDS
Each summer, on the night before campers go home, awards in various categories are announced in front
of the entire camp. The recipients are young men who in the opinion of the Senior Staff have exhibited
qualities that the counselors feel should be recognized. The actual trophies are presented the following
January at the annual Camp Reunion and New Camper Breakfast at Boston College.
The honorees for 2009 were:
JUNIOR DIVISION AWARDS-WEST END HOUSE CAMP 2009
Staff Award
Alex Su
Gabe Sands
Patrick O’Toole
Jordan Chabot
Matt Moriarty
Directors' Award
Dylan DeVries
Rookie of the Year
Nate Wright

Outstanding Sportsman
Jack Meaney
Unsung Hero
Kevin Wu
Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Jack Lesser
MVP
Alex Romantz
Jacob M. Burnes Camper of the Year
Andrew Mastrangelo

SENIOR DIVISION AWARDS-2009
Outstanding Seniors
Ben Robinson
Zach Chason
Joey Cohen
Vince Leppo
Zach Leppo
Staff Award
Jacob Sands
Josue Seoane
Jake Ryter
Jose Noyola
Directors' Award
Jonah Rappaport
Rookie of the Year
Jay Mastrangelo

Outstanding Sportsman
Tony Adams
Unsung Hero
Alex Hebert
Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Louis Shaevel
MVP
Kyle Hood
Louis I. Kane Leadership Award
Eric Lesser
James J. Storrow Camper of the Year
Roque Reyes

WIFFLE BALL ACTION 2009
West End Stadium located in the Council Ring was the place to be during many elective times in the
2009 season. There were tournament games, pickup games, batting practice, and home run derbies. Wiffle
ball action was fun for both participants and spectators alike.
West End wiffle ball started in the late-1950s when the Council Ring was built, a few short years after
the 1’s and the 2’s were constructed. This set up was perfect for challenging both hitters and fielders. The
rules were initially created by Steve Lepler’s father, George Herman “Babe” Lepler, when he was a
counselor in the 50s. Steve’s knowledge and love of the game can be traced back to his dad, Babe. When
Steve became a counselor in the 70s, he helped refine the rules and wrote the epic 239 page WEHC
Wiffle Ball Rule Book, which he’ll try to remember to bring up to camp this year.
Some of the more interesting and often controversial guidelines include the following:
1. The tree in front of 1B is the left field foul pole, just the trunk, not the branches. The right field
foul pole is the tree to the outside right of the Council Ring.
2. The tree in front of the 2’s has been the scorn of many left-handed power hitters over the years.
This tree taketh away extra base hits and giveth singles on routine pop flies. Rumor has it that
lefty slugger Max Parker once begged his father John to make the 5 figure donation that Steve
says it would take to have the tree removed.
3. Home runs are achieved by hitting the ball over 1B, 2A, or theoretically 2B (that tree says no).
The gap between 1B and 2A connected by two wires is always a judgment call. The ball has to go
over the lower wire to be a home run. There are two fundraising efforts that are about to begin
that could help: one is to build Monster Seats on top of 1B where a second umpire and a bunch of
fans could sit and have a better vantage point, and a second is to put in an instant replay camera
so this tough call can be reviewed.
4. Triples occur when the ball is hit off the slanted part of any roof (not the flat facing of the roof)
and falls uncaught to the ground.
5. Doubles bounce off the flat side of the cabins and reach the ground. A ball off a diagonal partially
open shutter can also be a two bagger, but any ball that first touches the porch is only a single.
6. What happens if a well struck ball goes directly into the opening door of 2A? This has yet to
happen, but the ruling would be an automatic grand slam home run. This also would be the call
on a massive home run that sails over Gottlieb.
7. Singles are usually less controversial- any ball that goes over or through the council ring and hits
the rocks. But there is still some nuance here- the ball needs to hit the pile of rocks, not a random
stray rock. Here is where our expert groundskeepers can really make a difference.
8. A batted ground ball has to roll past an imaginary line that connects the third pillar on each side
of the Council Ring to become a fair ball. This has been the source of much discussion since the
days of the Babe and continues now. Perhaps we need an instant replay camera focused here as
well. What do you think?
This is just the beginning of the many interesting rules that have evolved for West End House Camp
wiffle ball. Make sure you join us at West End Stadium for some excellent action in 2010. Remind Steve
to bring the rule book this year!

WATERMELON MEN
This year’s Watermelon League season was extremely exciting, competitive, and fun. WEHC’s unique
brand of softball, with all campers and staff playing 2 inning games, always leads to many memorable
moments for all- from the youngest campers to the oldest staff members. The standings after the 6 game
regular season were as follows:

DeMarco/Clarks
Cudjoe/Rochette

5-1
5-1

Lepler/Sands

3-3

Cohen/Shivers

3-3

Voshchin/Olins/JCGs 3-3
Stawowy/Zuckers

2-4

Shapiro/Avergons

2-4

Wilensky/Jacobs

1-5

The championship game pitted the DeMarco/Clarks against the Cudjoe/Rochettes. The latter team had to
be considered the underdog since Rashad Cudjoe was in Barbados and hence unavailable to patrol the
outfield. However, in a great team effort, Thibaut Rochette’s squad triumphed 13-11 against the “never
say die” DeMarco/Clarks. All members of the winning team celebrated together that evening, sharing a
watermelon that not only tasted delicious but symbolized a very sweet victory.
Will there be a repeat champion next year? Or will there be a new team crowned? Join us to be part of the
answer!

Intercamp Sports Report

By Ryan Wilensky

This year our intercamp teams struggled at times, but at other times excelled. It seemed
that baseball was where our teams shined the most. For example, our 15-under team (led by
Jordan Shapiro and Dan Bernard) won the Robin Hood Tournament Championship for the 2nd
time in 3 years thanks to the pitching of rookie David Driscoll. Driscoll controlled the
dominating Winaukee squad and finished off Samoset in the finals. Other great performances
were turned in by Joe McKinnon and Louis Shaevel. We sent a 12-under baseball team to
Samoset under the direction of Josh Singer, and they, too, came home with the Championship.
Thanks to coaches Doug Spink and Chris Moriarty, our lacrosse program has improved
dramatically. Our team competed in the 12-under tournament and even challenged the seasoned
Winaukee team and outplayed them for the last 3 quarters. Jeremy Zucker, Andrew Jonash and
Jack Lesser all played great. On the last day of intercamp sports, West End played a double
header at Winaukee. In the first game, which was baseball, Kyle Hood completely owned
Winaukee, which has double the number of campers. The football game afterwards was well
played, but our guys came up a little short. This year’s 15-under hoop team was not as
successful as in years past, but showed tremendous improvement, losing only to a rare terrific
Robin Hood by 6 after we lost by 26 in the House Game. The team has a promising future with
Eric Lesser, Tony Adams, Kyle Hood and Josue Seoane eligible to play next year. Finally, we
would have had liked to have had even more intercamp games this year, but some of the other
camps cancelled their games due to their issues with the flu. We look forward to returning to our
dominant self in 15-under hoop as well as further improving our lacrosse program next year.
Thanks to all the coaches who volunteered their free time to improve the skills of our athletes.
Our players showed tremendous heart and good sportsmanship. I think the highlight of the
season was when Tony Adams, in 15-under football, knocked down a Winaukee player by
accident and picked him up and gave him a hug. This kind of sportsmanship was indicative of
the pride of all of our athletes.

Intercamp Sports Results
Date
July 2
July 3
July 16
July 16
July 16
July 16
July 16
July 16
July 16
July 16
July 20
July 20
July 20
July 21
July 21
July 21
July 23
July 27
July 27
July 29
July 31
Aug. 4
Aug. 4
Aug. 6
Aug. 6

Game
11-Under Hoop
15-Under Hoop
10-under Soccer
10-under Softball
10-under Newcombe
10-under Hoop
15-Under Baseball Tourney
15-Under Baseball Tourney
15-Under Baseball Tourney
15-Under Baseball Tourney FINAL
12-Under Lacrosse Tourney
12-Under Lacrosse Tourney
12-Under Lacrosse Tourney
12-Under Baseball
Tourney
12-Under Baseball Tourney
12-Under Baseball
Tourney FINAL
15-Under Basketball
13-Under Football Tourney
13-Under Football Tourney
14-Under Soccer
12-Under Hoop
13-Under Hoop
13-Under Lacrosse
15-Under Baseball
15-Under Football
Final West End Record

W or L
L
L
L
W
W
W
L
W
W
W
L
W
L
W

WEH Score
39
47
2
9
3
52
6
4
5
11
0
8
3
13

Opponent
Robin Hood
Robin Hood
Robin Hood
Robin Hood
Robin Hood
Robin Hood
Tecumseh
Indian Acres
Winaukee
Samoset
Winaukee
Takajo
Tecumseh
Winona

Score
45 ot
73
4
5
0
20
17
2
3
5
9
2
7
1

W
W

15
2

Samoset
Winona

0
0

L
L
L
L
W
L
L
W
L
12-13

29
27
7
2
25
50
5
8
44

Robin Hood
Kenwood
Wigwam
Robin Hood
Robin Hood
Winaukee
Winaukee
Winaukee
Winaukee

35
34
20
2 (PKs)
11
62
9
0
50

SPELLING BEE
For the third year in a row West End House Camp entered the Maine Youth Camping
Association’s Spelling Bee. This time WEHC came away with two trophies – Marcus Tingling won top
individual honors in the 15 and under category (the winning word was paraphernalia) and the 15 and
under team as a whole placed second. The competition, which had about a dozen camps competing in
both age groups, was held in Portland on July 15th.
The 12 and under team was composed of Sam Eggert, Jack Donaldson, and Josh Mazur, while the
15 and under team had Ben Grosser, Corey White, Eric Lesser, Jake Ryter, David Cohen, and Marcus
Tingling doing the honors.
Congratulations to all the spellers for a job well done!

JUNIOR DIVISION
WEEK

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN

1.

GABE SANDS

JAVIER TASCON

2.

JOHNNY SLIVINSKI

KEVIN WU

3.

JACK LESSER

NIKHIL SONTHI

4.

DANNY BRONSHVAYG

NOAH KOPF

5.

ANDREW MASTRANGELO

YASIN MOHAMUD

6.

ALEX ROMANTZ

ARI MAYHEW

7.

HALE CONDON

MAX LUSTIG

8.

SAM WONG

JORDAN REDLEY

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION
WEEK

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN

3.

JUAN HENAO

FRANK DAWSON

4.

MATT KERANS

KEATON STACKS

5.

LEWIS MORIN

MIKE KATZEN

6.

JAKE KARGER

MATT LEPPO

7.

MATT SHAFFER

MATT CONNOLLY

8.

JON DUNLAP

NOAH MARK

SENIOR DIVISION
WEEK

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN

1.

DAVID COHEN

SAM LONDON

2.

JOSUE SEAONE

JAKE RYTER

3.

DAVID DRISCOLL

DOMINIC SANDS

4.

TONY ADAMS

JOEY COHEN

5.

CHRIS HAMEL

ANDREW JONASH

6.

KYLE HOOD

ALEX HEBERT

7.

LOUIS SHAEVEL

BRENDAN WOLF

8.

ZACH LEPPO

AIDAN DRISCOLL

WEHC FIVE AND TEN YEAR CLUBS
As we began our second century this summer, we were proud to unveil two new plaques that will be
prominently displayed in the dining hall as we move forward. The goal is to recognize and honor campers
and staff who have been at WEHC for five years and for ten years. We held an induction ceremony on
Visiting Day. These committed individuals have been a huge part of our success and will continue to be.
They will proudly show their family now and in the future that they are members of a special and
exclusive club. Congratulations and thanks to all the West Enders who are listed below.
The Lepler Family Five Year Club Honoring Continuity, Tradition, and Excellence at
West End House Camp in Our Second Century

Chris Moriarty
Andrew DeMarco
Todd Zucker
Ben Yudysky
Ben Olins
Danny Bernard
Jake Leppo
Ben Liebman
Neal Zucker
David Voshchin
Matthew Shivers
Josh Singer
Jared Klapman
Joe McKinnon
Brion Rock
Doug Spink

Justin Avergon
Mike Kirsten
Mark Sands
Ian Solomon
Jeremy Zucker
Kevin Reyes
Zach Leppo
Ben Eggert
Eric Lesser
Jake Ryter
Roque Reyes
Jarrid McElligott
Jacob Leppo
Jonah Rappaport
Barrett Wilson
Marcus Tingling

Matt Yudysky
Jacob Sands
Mohamed Mohamud
Aidan Driscoll
Alex Hebert
Dominic Sands
Jacob Stetson
Zach Chason
Aaron Rappaport
Mitchell Lesser
Michael Katzen
Sam London
Jose Noyola
Mike Kirsten
Sam McGann

The Kublin Family Ten Year Club Honoring Continuity, Tradition, and Excellence at
West End House Camp in Our Second Century
Mike Stawowy
Ryan Wilensky
Brandon Avergon
Mike Jacobs
Rashad Cudjoe
Jason Cohen
Jordan Shapiro
Jesse Charney-Golden

WEST END WEEKLY
2009 Volume: Issue 1
Edited by Ben Olins and Danny Bernard
Headlines
The biggest things to hit West End since the Avergons.
Sam London Promoted to Senior Leagues Captain
Steve Goes 0-2 in Watermelon: Initiates Steroid Testing
Wilenskys’ Car Breaks Down; Ask Singer for Ride to Cake and Milk
Bill Proposes an Annual Spelling Bee with Robin Hood
West End Murder Mystery
Panharith Kong, 3a
Murder Mystery was a crazy night activity because it involved many characters, and many of them were
lying-even the detectives. But, it was still a fun game. Throughout the activity, campers in groups of four were
running around and going crazy. The winners got KHOP--a really good pizza place in Cornish, ME. The most
frustrating part of the activity was when groups who got the answer wrong were given a five minute penalty.
This meant that they would have to try and figure out where they went wrong in five minutes, because if they
waited around, they would waste their time.
Westendo
Sam Eggert, 3B
Westendo was a huge hit amongst the campers. The game is played like a live action version of the board
game Stratego. The rules are very similar, except for one major difference; instead of only moving one step at a
time in one direction, players in Westendo are free roaming, giving the activity a capture the flag feel. However,
the flag in Westendo is usually a fast or unnoticeable camper. I think we should play it more often.

A Message from Mark Sands
WATERFRONT 2009 1ST 2 WEEK REPORT
After a 28 year absence from West End’s illustrious staff, I have returned to work as the Waterfront
Director here on the shores of Long Pond. I may be the 1st staff person in the history of the West End House
Camp to go from being a 2nd year CIT to being the Director of Waterfront. Many things have changed at
WEHC. Desert War? 4 o’clock fruit? Trangle ball? Shuffleboard? New cabins? The list goes on. However,
much has stayed the same. I am so pleased to announce, campers still love swimming! I am so proud to have
been asked to bring my perspective that I have gained from 22 years of working with young people and in
teaching to West End House Camp this summer.
The first piece of news to announce is that I have initiated a new Fishing Program with the support of
our generous Old Timers who donated the funds needed to get required supplies. 20 rods are used daily and
many worms have been swallowed by largemouth bass, smallmouth bass, pickerel and bluegills. We have had
numerous 1st fish ever caught by campers so far this season. James Alves caught a 4lb largemouth bass. Seth
Thibodeau and others have provided numerous crayfish for bait and each one has brought at least a big strike, if
not a big fish landed. My nephew Dominick Sands has caught numerous big bass since opening day.
We are working together to hone our fishing skills including knot tying, safe casting, catch and release
skills and environmentally sound fishing techniques. Long Pond is an amazing resource we have enjoyed for
years. I often think of my grandfather swimming here as I dive in for my daily laps. We are doing our best to
pick up any type of foreign objects from the lake, rake the inner pool and work to keep all pollutants as far away
from the lake as possible.
Along with fishing, we are seeing lots of swim instruction going on delivered by our incredible staff of
swim instructors. Brandon Avergon, Justin Avergon, Chris Moriarity, Jason Cohen and I have implemented the
Red Cross swimming programs for our campers as often as the weather has allowed.
Sailing, kayaking, paddle boating, and canoes have seen lots of use and Mike Jacobs has enjoyed a few
windy days so many West Enders have enjoyed a chance to sail the lengths of Long Pond. Our water skiers,
tube lovers and banana boaters have had hours of enjoyment already this season between rain drops which have
fallen often in this year’s rainy start.
All in all, I think we are off to an amazing start. Our programming in tennis, archery, biking, arts and
crafts are all keeping campers engaged and learning new skills while they have fun. As I take my daily walk
from the H dock to my new home in the Burnes cabin, the unmistakable sound of West Enders laughing,
running, swimming, diving, water skiing and learning new skills reassures me that our campers are growing and
creating quality members of this great tradition called West End House Camp. Their growth as people shows
their respect of the Spirit of the House and is music to my ears.
Yours with the Spirit of the House from the waterfront,
Mark Sands

WEST END WEEKLY

Visiting Day Edition
2009 Volume: Issue 2
In Loving Memory of Sammy London, the elder
Edited by Ben Olins and Danny Bernard
Desert War 2009
Jason Cohen, 5A (Staff)
This year’s Desert War will go down as one of the greatest in history. The camp was filled with
excitement from the very beginning until the final moments. The experience was started by two Gottliebers,
Jacob Leppo and Marcus Tingling, running back in the last seconds of Gottlieb Hunt to announce “Desert War
is now!” while being covered in a painted message that also proclaimed the start of Desert War. The camp was
divided into two excellent teams: the Orange led by coaches Josh Singer, Chris Moriarty, and Joe McKinnon
and the Green led by Thibaut Rochette, Doug Spink, and Neal Zucker.
This first event of Desert War, Color Rush, started off slowly, but was filled with intensity once the
Green team snagged two games in a row, and the Orange team had to make a mad dash for the balls in the
remaining minutes of the morning activity. By lunch, the Green led by seventy five points.
In the afternoon the seniors were separated from the intermediates and the juniors in order to compete in
the revamped Ironman. The new Ironman consists of a swimming portion, a cycling portion, and a running
portion. All of the seniors were ready to compete and familiar with the new course after a week’s worth of
training during waterfront activities. Each competitor was eager to beat his and his opponents’ times from the
trial runs. Most of the trial times were shattered during the Desert War Ironman. This year was also the first
year that extra points were awarded to the top ten finishers, in addition to the points awarded to the team that
had all participants finish the race first. The Orange finished the Ironman first, but the Green stayed close by
achieving a majority of the top ten times.
While the Seniors were competing in the Ironman, the Intermediates and Juniors were battling in the first
ever Desert War Westendo, WEHC’s high energy adaptation of the board game Stratego played on the soccer
field. The competitors were able to fit twelve games into the ninety minute time limit, and Orange was able to
walk away with ten victories. By dinner, the Orange led by 61 points. An impressive comeback!
The evening activity, filled with all of the excitement and energy anyone could hope for, was West End
Capture the Flag. In an incredible effort by both teams, and many amazing runs by individual campers, Desert
War remained in reach to both teams until the final, deciding moments. With only twelve minutes left in Desert
War, the Green team trailed by only one point, but the Orange won the last few games to ensure their victory.
The announcement of the Orange team’s victory was followed by a new Desert War tradition. The entire
team ran down to the starting point of the new Ironman, by the tennis court, at Desert War Rock. This rock had
been painted half orange and half green at the beginning of the war, and the Orange team got the honor of
painting the entire rock orange, and it will remain so until next Desert War.

What Was Your Favorite Desert War Moment?
Jay Mastrangelo was running to get a ball at the Auxiliary during Color Rush when he ran behind the 5’s and
jumped onto the auxiliary porch, ran across it, then leaped off the porch, but before he came down in the circle
he got his flag pulled by Ben Robinson. It was sick. –Brandon Avergon
All of Color Rush was the best.

-Jack Lesser

Raymond Wu was running back the Frisbee in a junior capture the flag game. He runs across the field, tiptoes
around his own jail instead of freeing it, and then bolts to the middle line. Right before the line, with no
defenders in sight, he raises his arms in triumph, but his flag falls out in the process.
-Ben Yudysky
When Big Joe got really mad during Color Rush. It was funny.

-Sam Eggert

Night Activities 2009
During Staff week, before the campers got up to camp, the staff had a contest to see who could come up with the
best new Night Activity. From that contest emerged “Westendo,” “Murder Mystery” and “Crossfire.” It is safe
to say that “Westendo” was the new hit of the summer as we turned the soccer field into a human version of the
board game “Stratego.” Thanks to all of the staff who participated in this contest for coming up with ideas that
will be used forever.

June 28: Movie Night
June 29: West End Idol
June 30: Sr. Westendo/ Jr. Jujubee
July 1: Prize or Consequence
July 2: Monte Carlo Night
July 3: House Game
July 4: Bonfire and Story with Bill
July 5: Watermelon
July 6: Treasure Hunt
July 7: Jai Lai
July 8: Liar’s Club
July 9: Crossfire
July 10: Murder Mystery
July 11: Banquet/League Champs/Waterfront
July 12: Watermelon
July 13: Double Leagues
July 14: Westendo/Sr. Waterfront
July 15: Gold Rush
July 16: Camp Elections
July 17: Challenge the Staff
July 18: Malzone Clinics/Sr. and Int. Westendo
July 19: Watermelon
July 20: Name Game
July 21: Gottlieb Hunt – Desert War
July 22: Desert War – Capture the Flag
July 23: Story with Bill/ Hood Game @ RH
July 24: Sea Dogs Game
July 25: Banquet/League Champs/Waterfront
July 26: Watermelon
July 27: Monte Carlo Night
July 28: Murder Mystery
July 29: Jai Lai
July 30: Super Monopoly
July 31: Auction Part 1

August 1: Visiting Day/ Auction Part 2
August 2: Watermelon
August 3: Full Camp Westendo
August 4: Gold Rush
August 5: Crossfire
August 6: Camp Wars/Handicapped Leagues
August 7: All-Stars Part 1
August 8: All-Stars Part 2
August 9: Watermelon
August 10: Story with Bill
August 11: West End Gladiators
August 12: COLOR WAR – Tug of War
August 13: Sr. Apache/Jr. Spelling Bee
August 14: Jr. Apache/Sr. Spelling Bee
August 15: Song Night Practice
August 16: Song Night Practice
August 17: Song Night – END OF COLOR WAR
August 18: Specialty Clubs
August 19: Variety Hour/Ask the Staff
August 20: Funtown Trip
August 21: Awards Night
August 22: Campers Depart

5A Sayings
Jordan Redley- “Oh baby!” “Hey…. [INSERT NAME]”
Mike Goroshko- “WOW!”
Jay Karp- “Get off my bed!”
Yasin Mohammad- “Yo Face!” “Baxetball”
Dylan DeVries- “I am better than Mike!”
Joey LeBlanc- “Want a play ball?”
Juan Carlos Gonzales- “Respect me!” “TCHH!”
Oudam Seang- “I do not care!”
5A We Leaves
Jordan Redley- Messy locker
Mike Goroshko- Family legacy
Jay Karp- Delicate skin, chess playing wizardry
Yasin Mohammad- Ham
Dylan DeVries- Booming voice
Joey LeBlanc- His gig brother
Juan Carlos Gonzales- Happy he returned.
Oudam Seang- Bed
5A Staff Sayings
Jason Cohen- “You’re dumb!” “A yo Bill!” “Olins!”
Alex Melton- “Next game!” “You Guys!” “WHY DO YOU ASK SO MANY QUESTIONS?!” “Change song!”
Mike Kirsten- “Freedom!” “Frealize!” “Free!” “I see Desert War Rock!” “Bay-rett!”
Barrett Wilson- “I see Desert War Rock!” “Stop touching the silverware!” “Mcalahan!” “Who do you think you
are?” “WHAT ARE YOU DOING?!”
5A Staff We Leaves
Jason Cohen- Ran Color War, changed Desert War for life, great job all around
Alex Melton- Hope that he returns next year
Mike Kirsten- His Leaguessss Teamsss, a great CIT year
Barrett Wilson- His promotion to CITIT, his past Camper Presidential term

5B Sayings
Patrick O’Toole: “Can I go in the staff room?”
Matt Moriarty: “I’m better than Chris.”
Alex Su: (smile)
Ari Mayhew: “Are you from Ohio?” “Singer, what do you make in your shaker bottle?” “Get off my bed!”
David Wong: “I don’t know!” “What?” “Why?” “Oh my God!”
Enoch Haas: “It’s not true!” “Do you like Rumstein?” “Do you like Coldplay?” “Do you like American
Sauce?” “Can I go swimming?”
Josh Ramirez: “Stop it, Anthony!”
Anthony Shea: “Stop it, Josh!”
Josh Singer: “Out of the staff room!” “I’m going to work out.” “Ten minutes in the walk-in, baby!”
Ian Solomon: “Stop whining!” “Whit-ney!”
Mike Jacobs: “No wind today” “I’ll be practicing if you need me.”

5B We Leaves
Patrick O’Toole: headless Shrek, Matt, uncanny resemblance to Chris Moriarty, and a great first CW
Matt Moriarty: Patrick, Chris, Captain in CW
Alex Su: CW swimming, David, 1B crew
Ari Mayhew: shaker bottle, chats with Bill, captain in CW
David Wong: Alex, Funtown
Enoch Haas: clean area, airplanes, CW list, Ukraine, boats, swimming, a great 7 plus weeks
Josh Ramirez: hair, Anthony, sailing
Anthony Shea: dominance in CW, double play in omelets, Josh, sunscreen
Mike Jacobs: sailing, fun on the Malibu, fishing dock, rocketry, love for the paddle boats
Josh Singer: moustache, Pokemon, Desert War, shaker bottle, Savage
Ian Solomon: unexpectedly long stay, Whitney, Kirsten, football, Matthew Lewis

1B Sayings
Jack Lesser – “You’re so annoying!” “Stop!” “Clean the cabin!”
Gabe Sands – “Pew pew pew!” “Megan Fox…”
Alex Romantz – “Smart one!”
Raymond Wu – “What the how?” “Yes?” I’m hungry!”
Jake Yezerski – “I just went into 1A and 3 people don’t forget”
Gabe Leppo – “Oh nooo!” “Wow!!”
Walden Ng – “Denied!” “hiyouwayouwee!”
Sam Wong - Silence
Evan Vale – “I caught a fish this big!” “Megan Fox…”
David Rosch – “Actually…”
Carlos Rameriz – “Can you take me fishing/sailing?”
Todd Zucker – “Where’s McGann?”
Ben Yudysky – “Boys…” “Feet off the bed!”
Brandon Avergon – “Go ask McGann!” “Yezerski, people don’t forget.” “I’m a sucker for 90’s pop!“ Blah,
blah, blah… get away from me!” “THIS is a HAT”
1B We Leaves
Jack Lesser – Red Sox pillow, Brothers Eric and Mitchell, perfect pushups, unofficial CIT
Gabe Sands – Red Sox Santa hat, dance parties in his fort, Walden, wild imagination
Alex Romantz – Fishing, rafterball, great Color War performance, starting the “Fort” fad
Raymond Wu – Bob the Builder sheets, great Desert War run
Jake Yezerski – Lord of the Rings Trilogy, people not forgetting
Gabe Leppo – Laguna Beach, giant foam cowboy hat,
Walden Ng – Pokemon Shirt, huge food stash, candy
Sam Wong – Brother David, great Color War,
Evan Vale – Fishing, David Rosch
David Rosch – Playing cards with Carlos, reading
Carlos Rameriz – Playing cards with David, Evan Vale, fishing, sweet T-shirts, transformers
Todd Zucker – Ovaltine, Green Tea, Guitar, McGann, Super Smash Bros., Brandon’s favorite camper
Ben Yudysky – Designated driver, Carnation Instant Breakfasts, Color War Coach (Soccer) of the Blue Savage,
Kezar sessions, non consecutive 6 weeks, the ankle grabbing game, lightsabers, presidents
Brandon Avergon – Color War Head Coach (Waterpolo) of the Blue Savage, 10 year plaque, Gatorade bottle,
UMass

2A SAYINGS
Bunk: “Stop forcin’ it.”
Jack Meaney: “Chinese poker anybody?” “I’m an Intermediate” “Stop using my stuff.”
Vajra Spring: “Oh, another package!” “Yes, I do spend some time I my own cabin!”
Andrew Mastrangelo: “Oh, wow! Are you serious?” “Sorray, Charlay!”
Anthony Folkes: “What did I do?”, “I know right…,”
Max Lustig: “I’ll be back next summer!”
Gabe Gerson: “Max, do a puppet show in Gottlieb.”
Luke Stillman: “Stop rigging the deck,” “No feet on my bed!”
Jordan Leppo: “Max, who are you talking to?” “I’m not rich!” “Chabutt Shutup!” “The beach isn’t in your
backyard?”
Jordan Chabot: “Off my bed!” “Who stole my muffins?” “Why are you so mean to me? I’M YOUR COUSIN!”
“Where’s my mail?”
Michael Stawowy (SC): “See you next year,” “I’ll finish the bunk list later,” “RAYMUND WU ON 3!”
Travis Clark (SC): “Yall don’t test me!” “Go to bed yall!”
Jared Klapman (2 CIT): “Fold my clothes. I’ll give you candy…,” “Max go to bed,” “Max stop it.” “Ryan”
Joe McKinnon (1 CIT): “CLEAN THE BUNK!” “Travis tennis? Bongo fun?”

2A WE LEAVES
Bunk: basketball hoop
Jack Meaney: soccer ball, Nike 6.0’s, Chinese Poker, Red Sox stuff
Vajra Spring: Smiles, wash cloth
Andrew Mastrangelo: long hair, lacrosse stick, 2 goals in 10 seconds
Anthony Folkes: the rafters
Max Lustig: puppet shows
Gabe Gerson: a Senior in the 2’s
Luke Stillman: Wearing white beaters every day, top bunk
Jordan Leppo: green bouncy ball, email letters
Jordan Chabot: tennis racket, related to the Leppos?, big trunk
Michael Stawowy (SC): chess, guitar, fan
Travis Clark (SC): backpack, soccer, Brethren shirt, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
Jared Klapman (2 CIT): basketball, candy, “A Beautiful Mind”
Joe McKinnon (1 CIT): bongo fun, Kennards, 15 and under

2B Sayings
Kevin Wu- “What?”
Denicio Campozano – “Nick, oh snap”
Nate Cruz – “I’m the man in leagues”
Leo Kotomori – “What the heck?” “Don’t touch my stuff!”
Josh Hirschfeld. – “What did I do?” “Thatta boy!”
Chris Forrest – “I’ll buy that hat”
Hale Condon – “Leo, quiet!”
Jalan Price – “My brother, Finney!”

“Leo, it wasn’t me!”

Noah Aspel – “Oh, it’s on!”
Jake Coughlin – “It’s OK!”
Nate Wright – “Who’s got something to eat?”
2 CIT Nick Campozano – “Denicio!”
SC Thibaut Rochette – “Was that 2nd bell?” “J’habite à Paris”
SC Neal Zucker – “Thibaut, wake up!”

2B We Leaves
Kevin Wu- Raymond Wu, Funtown cups, Walden Ng
Denicio Campozano – his older brother CIT Nick, NASCAR blanket
Nate Cruz – Puerto Rico, 13 in the 2s
Leo Kotomori – Fishing Rod, Chess
Josh Hirschfeld.- Justin, Braves, Rafter baseball
Chris Forrest – Bartering, 2-Dog, needing 4 boards, Sea Dogs hat
Hale Condon – Lacrosse, Gimp
Jalan Price – Mainer, Finney, Portland Bulldogs
Noah Aspel – Sharon, a great rookie year
Jake Coughlin – Sharon, 1 bounce Newcomb
Nate Wright – Sharon, 3 foot long twizzlers
2 CIT Nick Campozano – another short stay
SC Thibaut Rochette – Carambar - “the French candy”
SC Neal Zucker – Anne “the girlfriend”

3A Sayings
SC: Ben Olins: “This will be a silent, lights-off rest period.” “Bum-bum bi-dum bum-bum bi-dum bum,” “Trips
minus ones”
SC Jesse Charney-Golden: “My music is so much better than Olins’.” “Who wants to hear about Newton
South?!”
2CIT: Jake Leppo: “Okay, so first I’m going to cover my face completely in black makeup…” “Instead of doing
a regular bunklist, I’m going to…”
1CIT: Sam Mcgann: “Grumble, grumble, grumble.” “I am the 3000th best at Guitar Hero in the world.”
Panharith Kong: “Can we listen to the Jayhawks?!” “Why did my parents have to visit me?”
Matt Leppo: “I still hang out with Dylan Rose and Jake Platter at home.” “GIMME A HIGH FIVE!!”
Matt Shaffer: “I love Jake Margolin. He’s my favorite!”
Dominic Duke “I love clowns.”
Kevin Byrne: “I love camp!” (Silence…)
Jake Margolin: “I’m a black belt!” “No, I’m not related to Bill.”
Cam Deluca: “I’m the best baseball player in the bunk!” “I used to go to camp Winaukee.”
Josh Mazur: “I went to Pickled Fingers House!”
Danny Brack: “Ben, do you have any snacks?” “Why is it so wet out?” “Ben, they just announced you to the
Kezar.” “Why?” “Why?” "Why?”

3A We Leaves
SC: Ben Olins: One of two staff men to stay in the bunk for the whole 8 weeks, White Disturbed Color War
team
SC Jesse Charney-Golden: Being in the bunk for 5 weeks, The 40 pushups rule
2CIT: Jake Leppo: Being a clown, Not being two-dog
1CIT: Sam McGann: His guitar, Guitar hero
Matt Leppo: Celtics blanket, Top of the bunk list
Panharith Kong: The Jayhawks, Being Ben’s two-dog for the second straight year, Cup noodle soup, Little Miss
Sunshine
Matt Shaffer: Jake Margolin, Best athlete in the bunk, Cousin with Adam Josephson
Dominic Duke: His elbow, His love of Clowns, Being boys with Jake Leppo, Tom Brown
Kevin Byrne: Keeping to himself, Josh Mazur. Sharon, A great first summer, hopefully many more to come
Jake Margolin: Being a black belt, Same last name as Bill.
Cam DeLuca: A great softball first baseman, Sharon
Josh Mazur: Sharon, A great athlete
Danny Brack: His questions, The 40 pushups rule

3B Sayings
Mike Katzen- “I’m fine with just one piece” “I have relief in here.”
Adam Josephson- “I’m gonna miss you, Lefty.”
Zach Chason- “Voshchin, you’re so scoopable!”
Ian Finn- “I is hacksor!”
Jake Stetson- “I didn’t do it!”
Aaron Rappaport- “Oh, Baby!”
Coby Mayhew- “I can’t believe I’m an intermediate!”
Mitchell Lesser- “I’m going for 8 weeks next year!”
Sam London- “Lasagna!” “I wanna be last on the bunk list!”
Jon Dunlap- “You said you wanted donations!”
Sam Eggert- “I live in Newton.” “Can I choose the next song?” “I should not be a Low Senior!”
1CIT Vahan Sardaryan- “Arggghhh, ide nahoi!”
1CIT Doug Spink- “I am the perfect James Adams!” “I love kitchen!”
SC Dave Voshchin- “Ya that’ll fit me!” “I feel ten feet tall” “What you fail to realize, Enoch…”
3B We Leaves

Aaron Rappaport- Door bed, ticklish
Sam Eggert- Low Senior, great addition to bunk, Metallica, Pat’s blanket
Mitch Lesser- Intermediate captain, soup at every meal
Adam Josephson- “The Dance,” pitcher of juice
Sam London- Ridiculous stories, top bunk, root beer
Jon Dunlap- Swimming, Low Senior, awesome 1st year
Coby Mayhew- 43 visitors, Ari, birthday cake
Mike Katzen- SC, entourage, night table, broken thumb
Ian Finn- Broken arm, hair
Jake Stetson- Rabbi, swimmer, stuffed penguin
Zach Chason- Westboro, Intermediate Captain
1CIT Doug Spink- Shirt auction, beard-off winner, James Adams, Desert War coach, Teen Wolf
1CIT Vahan Sardaryan- Armenia, talking in Russian, Borat
SC Dave Voshchin- Beard-off loser, Courtney, Color War coach

4A Sayings
Louis Shaevel – “I’m 3 and 0 in Color War.” “I don’t wanna be first on the bunklist.”
Ben Robinson – “Fire pokemon are effective against gross pokémon!”
Evan April – “K-Reye you were more fun last year!” “Remember the call of duty tournament last year?”
Joey Cohen – “I am so happy I never left on Visiting Day my first year!”
Lewis Morin – “Get off my bed, I just made it!!”
Noah Mark – “Can I have some?” “Where’s my fort?”
Sam Miller – (Silence) “WHAT!!!”
Matt Connelly – “FIGHT WHITE FIGHT!!”
Edmilson Barbosa – “I came back for Color War and I’m glad”
Jason Feldman – “I’m going to score a hat trick tomorrow in Low Senior soccer”
Grady Newberg – “Why do you always have the best bed?”
SC Matt Shivers – “Stop being a whiney one.”
2 CIT Kevin “K-Reye” Reyes – “Are you serious?” “Get off my bed.”
2 CIT Brion “Brock” Rock – “Be quiet!!!” “Got em, no seriously” “Absolutely… not.”
1 CIT Ethan Ansel-Kelly – “My life is average.” “Jason do your job.”

4A We Leaves
Jason Feldman – Easy Mac, Red Sox, his radio, his shampoo, his huge trunk, a veteran in the bunk and a great
4th year.
Lewis Morin – Newton, Grady and Sam, Football, Mid-Senior, great first year
Edmilson Barbosa - Newton, Grady and Lewis, B-Ball, Boston Celtics, a great 1st year.
Grady Newberg – Newton, Sam and Lewis, his fingers, his hair, Mark Sands, K-Reyes bed, his stash of food, his
crazy voices, mid-Senior Captain, a great Color War, original 4
Ben Robinson – Cleaning, being Bill in the skit, neat freak, Jason, Joey, being a mid-Senior and an amazing 2nd
year
Joey Cohen – Ben, Captain Elis, Sailor Bob, Easy Mac, Being a hilarious Bryna in the skit, getting an
outstanding Senior Award, Mid-senior, and a great 3rd Color War
Evan April –-Garlic, Waterskiiing on 1 ski, being Low Senior Captain, having a great 3rd Color War, original 4
Noah Mark – his fort, getting packages 2 days before camp was over, and coming back for a great Color War
Louis Shaevel – Spongebob Pillow, baseball, sailor bob, 15-under Baseball Team, football, Mid-Senior Captain,
dominance in Color War and a great 3rd year
Matt Connelly – his booming voice, tugs, waterpolo, his team dominance in Color War, spelling bee, his
brothers, great 3rd year, original 4
SC Matt Shivers – Wonderland, Gimp, Georgia, Chipmunk, cleaning, twilight, being a great Senior Counselor
2 CIT Kevin Reyes – Franklin, Roque, Soccer, Pokemon, his bed, original 4
2 CIT Brion Rock – His hair, his Ds, his booming voice, Pokemon, his amazing appearance in Wrestlemania,
and winning it, staying the last 2 weeks in 4A and a great 2 CIT year
1 CIT Ethan Ansel-Kelly – Newton, his brother, Pokemon, DS, Mario-Kart, A-K, his bed, his fan

4B Sayings

Tony Adams-“Hahahahaha”(in big jolly voice) “My band got a gig and I am the best bassist ever!”
Jay Mastrangelo- “Ayudame!”
Jake Karger- “Liebman, you’re not good!”
Jordan Cohen-“EEEEEEEEKKKKKKK!”
Darius Hare- “Clean the bunk!” “If I don’t shower, I get nightmares.”
Andrew Jonash- “Do I have to wake up for breakfast?” “Do I have to go to my activity?”
Gabe Dan- “Avergon, are you my best friend?”
Zach Borim- “Look at my special dance.”, “I hate this bunk, it gets me in trouble!”(in a sarcastic voice)
Justin Hirschfeld- “Barrrrretttt!”
Anthony LeBlanc- “Why can’t we watch King Kong?”
Dylan Ansel-Kelly-“Go ahead do it, I dare you, do it!” “No please don’t, don’t do it, I’m sorry, I was just
kidding!”
S.C. Jordan Shapiro- “Get your feet off my bed!” “If you have showered you can get on my bed” “Where is my
stuff, someone must have taken it…..Oh, sorry, here it is!”
J.C. Justin Avergon- “Boom!” “Shapiro, why are you always on my bed if I am never allowed on your bed?”
“OK. Chief!”
1C.I.T. Ben Liebman- “Jay/Justin, get out of my bed!” “I said no dunking in rafter baseball!”
4B We Leaves

Tony Adams- his friend at camp Winaukee, his band, being a bassist
Jay Mastrangelo- Great first year, his love of Justin
Jake Karger- Great Color War, being a Low Senior Captain on the Blue Savage
Jordan Cohen- His beautiful hair cut, the water game
Darius Hare- not getting angry
Andrew Jonash- SLEEP, outstanding Color War
Gabe Dan- great comeback after Visiting Day
Zach Borim- His special dance, his singing
Justin Hirschfeld- His love of Jay, Barrett
Anthony LeBlanc- The fork thing, salt in the eye, his unbelievable football run
Dylan Ansel-Kelly- BD, leaving camp and then coming back,
S.C. Jordan Shapiro- Entourage, UCF, misplacing his stuff.
J.C. Justin Avergon- Entourage, finally getting a younger staff man in the bunk, White Color War coach
1C.I.T. Ben Liebman- 3 weeks at camp, his blender, and assorted protein products

1A Sayings

Steven Kessler: “What do you think you’re doing?” “Get off my bed!” “You’re funny” “I’m the only
one doing my job”
Aidan Driscoll: “Matt Damon” “You know whom I hate?” “Heroohhhh” “Gabe get off my bed!”
Jacob Shochat: “Epic fail.” “I wish I was on the White Disturbed!”
Jeremy Zucker: “Get off of my trunk!” Aidan blah, blah, blah.” “I am the best Zucker by default”
“Yeah, Chris!”
Wilbert Seoane: “My name is Josue.” “Oh, babyyy” “Roxbury Latin is so much better than Catholic
Memorial, Chris!”
Kyle Hood: “Why, hello Christopher!” “I have a bunch of popsicles in my basement” “Safetyyy!”
David Adler: “I’m glad I stayed”
Jake Sands: “What’s the name of that song?” “Wuddduuupp?”
Alex Hebert: “I shouldn’t even be in this bunk” “Who wants to go sailing?”
Ben Grosser: “What’s the night activity?” “First row!”
Muhamed Muhamud: “Not in my house!” “I get next game!” “I don’t really say too much!”
Corey White: “First Row!” “Okay Chris!” “I’m gonna go workout.” “Are we going to laundry?” “Is
the van here?”
Jonah Rappaport: “Kessler, you’re not funny!” “I don’t have a lot of sayings.”
Rashad Cudjoe: “Turn on the lights” “Aidan!”
Chris Moriarty: “Yeah, Todd!” “Nah, Corey!” “I don’t play the same songs!” “Go to bed”
Jesse Charney- Golden: “Shochat, clean the bunk!” “Who ate my apples?”
1A We Leaves

Wilbert Seoane: Great first year, top of the bunk list, hopeful return for next year
Corey White: Wrestling with Moriarty…always losing, Ben, Jonah
Jonah Rappaport: Two dog, Corey jokes
Ben Grosser: Corey, great kid and a hopeful return for next year
Kyle Hood: HSC of the White Disturbed, great leader and athlete
Jake Sands: His Mohawk, dirty mustache, The Last Airbender, great athlete
MoMo: Great Color War basketball game, always tries hard, Alex
Alex Hebert: High Senior, KHOP extravaganza, hard worker
Jacob Shochat: Unique fashion sense, many hair accessories
Steve Kessler: Quiet nice kid, Cleanup leader
Aidan Driscoll: His amount of energy, the trio, always being active
Jeremy Zucker: Guitar, Aidan and Gabe, late nights with the crew
David Adler: Tennis with Kessler, top bunk bed, Gabe, great Color War with a hopeful return
Rashad Cudjoe: His love for the camp, 10 year plaque
Chris Moriarty: 1 CIT, Sleep talking, Desert War coach (Orange), Family of the Year
Jesse Charney-Golden: 10 year plaque, love for apples after cookies, lifeguard certified!

Gottlieb Sayings
Connor Edwards: "Naw dude." "What's up, dude?" "Naw I'm just chillaxing."
Jarrid McElligot: "You KNOW me." "Just chillaxing, you know."
Marcus Tingling: "You know I love you!“ "What's a pumpkin?"
Jacob Leppo: "I found a bird egg! I'm keeping it and being its mother." "I'm keeping this hat."
Matt Yudysky: "We did well, but we didn't get first...we were like seventh of eighth." "Nooo, off the
bed!"
Ben Eggert: "Will you pick me as your CIT next year?"
Brendan Wolfe: "I'm going to do dives." "Bern-bern..."
Roque Reyes: "Dum de dum de dum diddy dum, de dum de dum dee duh-dum, de dum de dum de dum
diddy dum....DUM dum dee duh-dum." "I don't want to write a letter!"
Jake Ryter: "What am I going to do for the rest of the summer?!" "Noo stop!" "Cause they know ima
give em what they want, they lookin for a hero, i guess that makes me a hero."
Jose Noyola: "Look at you, DeMarco."
Eric Lesser: "I was just like.“ "Are you serious!?" "Blue Savage ain't nothin' to mess with!"
Zach Leppo: "Man, I miss mydawgs" "It's been a long time coming but I know change gonna come!"
Vince Leppo: "Can I skip breakfast?" "Tell me a bedtime story" "You shouldn‘t throw stones if you
live in a glass house."
Danny Bernard, JC: "Truth be told" "Do it, you won't. "
Andrew DeMarco, SC: "That's ridiculous!" "Marcus!"

Gottlieb We Leaves
Connor Edwards: Camper taking days off in New Hampshire, chillaxin
Jarrid McElligot: Hoop skills, Easton, easy-going, everyone KNOWS him, baseball championship
Marcus Tingling: 2nd best head table waiter..next to Miguel, Black cherry soda, hamper, spelling
champion
Jacob Leppo: Easton, driver's license
Matt Yudysky: Rashad's old trunk, archery master, halo books, all books, soccer fan
Ben Eggert: Varsity Ultimate Frisbee, brownies, 8 weeks, 3-Dawg (one better than two-dawg), Green
Lantern, waterskiing
Brendan Wolfe: Diving, keeping general store in business, new Easton kid, throws way too fast for
West End softball, great first summer
Roque Reyes: Color War White Disturbed High Sr. Captain, George, Two-dawg, Visiting Day buffet
Jake Ryter: Jackie, huge trunk in mid-aisle, 8 great weeks
Jose Noyola: A lot of food, SC Blue Savage, late night cereal
Eric Lesser: That LeBron Cleveland Browns jersey, HSC Blue Savage, reading letters from Mom, West
End Iron Man, baseball championship
Zach Leppo: HSC White Disturbed, B-room pile-up, Easton, baseball championship
Vince Leppo: Bed tent, HSC Blue Savage, sweeping, style with ease, Wooten
Danny Bernard, JC: Mario Kart, secret window, baseball championship with Shaps, 7-0 CW
Andrew DeMarco, SC: Texas, ranch dressing t-shirt, Travis, Mario Kart, White Disturbed hoops

Desert War 2009
By Jason Cohen
This year’s Desert War will go down as one of the greatest in history. The camp was filled with
excitement from the very beginning until the final moments. The experience was started by two Gottleibers,
Jacob Leppo and Marcus Tingling, running back in the last seconds of Gottlieb Hunt to announce “Desert War
is now!” while being covered in a painted message that also proclaimed the start of Desert War. The camp was
divided into two excellent teams: the Orange led by coaches Josh Singer, Chris Moriarty, and Joe McKinnon
and the Green led by Thibaut Rochette, Doug Spink, and Neal Zucker.
This first event of Desert War, Color Rush, started off slowly, but was filled with intensity once the
Green team snagged two games in a row, and the Orange team had to make a mad dash for the balls in the
remaining minutes of the morning activity. By lunch, the Green led by seventy five points.
In the afternoon the seniors were separated from the intermediates and the juniors in order to compete in
the revamped Ironman. The new Ironman consists of a swimming portion, a cycling portion, and a running
portion. All of the seniors were ready to compete and familiar with the new course after a week’s worth of
training during waterfront activities. Each competitor was eager to beat his and his opponents’ times from the
trial runs. Most of the trial times were shattered during the Desert War Ironman. This year was also the first
year that extra points were awarded to the top ten finishers, in addition to the points awarded to the team that
had all participants finish the race first. The Orange finished the Ironman first, but the Green stayed close by
achieving a majority of the top ten times.
While the seniors were competing in the Ironman, the intermediates and juniors were battling in the first
ever Desert War West Endo, WEHC’s high energy adaptation of the board game Stratego played on the soccer
field. The competitors were able to fit twelve games into the ninety minute time limit, and Orange was able to
walk away with ten victories. By Dinner, the Orange led by 61 points. An impressive comeback.
The evening activity, filled with all of the excitement and energy anyone could hope for, was West End
Capture the Flag. In an incredible effort by both teams, and many amazing runs by individual campers, Desert
War remained in reach to both teams until the final, deciding moments. With only twelve minutes left in Desert
War, the Green team trailed by only one point, but the Orange won the last few games to ensure their victory.
The announcement of the Orange team’s victory was followed by a new Desert War tradition. The
entire team ran down to the starting point of the new Ironman, by the tennis court, at Desert War Rock. This
rock had been painted half orange and half green at the beginning of the war, and the Orange team got the honor
of painting the entire rock orange, and it will remain so until next Desert War.

Ironman 2009
The Ironman got a huge facelift in 2009. The course was changed to start off at the tennis courts at
“Desert War Rock.” The participants had to swim from the tennis courts to the Old Timers Dock, dry
off, run to the entrance and grab a bike. Then they had to bike to the red house on the way to Route 5,
come back and run up the path to the softball fields. After running 2 laps the Ironmen would run down
the road, into lower camp and end at the rock in which they started. This year, the individual winner of
the Ironman received an extra 10 Desert War points for his team, 2nd place received 9 all the way down
to 10th place which received 1 point for his team. Also, thanks to Rashad Cudjoe’s artistic ability, we
are now going to keep track of the all time best Ironman times. So, all of this year’s Top 10 are on the
board, but as years go by it will be increasingly more difficult to get on the “West End’s Ironmen”
plaque.

The top finishers this year were:
Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Name
Eric Lesser
Louis Shaevel
David Driscoll
David Cohen
Bryan Sellers
Aiden Driscoll
Jared Leslie
Peter Erickson
Vincent Leppo
Jacob Leppo

Time
20:17.97
20:20.19
20:20.72
20:21.35
20:25.12
20:33.03
20:35.60
20:39.97
21:41.72
21:13.56

Color
Green
Orange
Orange
Green
Green
Green
Orange
Green
Orange
Green

Color War 2009
By Ryan Wilensky
The 2009 Color War was one of the closest and most competitive of all time. First off, Color War started at
9:55 AM on Wednesday, August 12. From the beginning, Jason Cohen and I wanted to start Color War in a
way that had never been done before. So, the seniors were playing 2 Volleyball games and the Intermediates
and Juniors were all sitting at the Green Path probably never thinking that Color War could start. After a couple
of loud noises were made, I came out of the Rec Hall with a sign that said “Color War is Now” draped off the
back porch. Jason Cohen and Mike Kirsten were pretending to hang out on the Bongo and held up a sign at the
exact same time. The campers were shocked and ran up to the Big Diamond.
This Color War had the Blue Savages (tribal warriors) facing off against the White Disturbed (crazy clowns).
The Blue was lead by Night Activity Director, Brandon Avergon, and captains Eric Lesser, Jose Noyola, and
Vincent Leppo. The White was led by Waterfront Director Mark Sands, and captains Roque Reyes, Zach
Leppo, and Kyle Hood.
This Color War will be remembered for an incredible start by the White Team, an incredible comeback by the
Blue, and an incredible Song Night in which the Blue Team was trying to hang on to a slim lead. The White
Disturbed jumped out to a 244-120 lead after Day 2. This performance was so dominating that Jason and I were
wondering what we did wrong as “Runners.” But the Blue showed tremendous spirit on Swim and Track Day
and cut the deficit to 43 after Day 3. After a 4-2 Blue split in the morning and a huge sweep of the Omelet
games in the afternoon, Blue went into Day 5 with a 6 point lead. After splitting the morning games, Blue
walked into Song Night up 6. It was clear from the start of Song Night that both teams were well prepared.
However, the White Team had great Song Night performances by Jeremy Zucker and their skit members,
including Ben Robinson and Joey Cohen and won Song Night by 14 to win Color War 560 to 553.
Some memorable individual performances in this Color War included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jon Dunlap as a Low Senior was probably the best swimmer in camp.
Mitch Lesser hitting a miracle 3-pointer to send the Intermediate Hoop game into OT.
Gabe Sands 3 home runs in High Junior Kickball.
Mike Katzen dominating on the line in Intermediate Football.
Andrew Mastrangelo edging out Jack Lesser by 1 foot in the Steeple Chase.
Andrew Mastrangelo hitting the roof on the first try in the Apache Relay’ wiffle ball event.
Ian Finn with 1 arm in a cast being the best Soccer player in his division, coming in 2nd in the Distance, and
having the best time in the dash of any non-High Senior.
Jacob Sands so narrowly beating Vincent Leppo in the Dash that I am still not sure who won.
Josue Seoane, Jacob Leppo, and Aidan Driscoll fighting neck and neck in the HS Distance (ultimately won
by Josue).
Alex Romantz dominating all around performance, leading his division to a 6-0 record.
Jarrid McElligot dropping 31 points in High Senior hoop in a huge upset for the 5-1 White High Seniors.
Yasmo making 3 huge saves as the soccer goalie in the Junior Apache Relay.
Anthony Shea dominating the Low Juniors with huge Newcomb and Softball games.
Ari Mayhew scoring 2 goals in Low Junior Soccer.
Zach Leppo tiptoeing the line for a 50 yard TD score in HS Football.
The White team coming back and winning Middle Senior Basketball on the last morning, keeping the Blue
from adding to their 6 point overall lead. This game gave the White team a legitimate chance of winning
Color War. MoMo and Corey White stepped up in a big way.

Team Accomplishments
•
•
•
•
•
•

White sweeping the Tugs
White winning 5-0-1 on the morning of Day 2
White having 5 coaches that won their splits
Blue sweeping the Tennis
Blue sweeping the Omelets thanks to 2 huge catches by Brendan Wolfe
Blue making the biggest comeback that anyone can remember (125 points)

Color War 2009
BLUE
Basketball Josh Singer

WHITE
Andrew DeMarco

Officials
Jesse Charney- Golden
Mike Kirsten

Brandon Avergon
Waterpolo (HC)

Mark Sands (HC)

Steve Lepler

Volleyball Mike Jacobs

Thibaut Rochette

Bill Margolin

Softball

Jordan Shapiro

Dan Bernard

Jason Cohen

Soccer

Ben Yudysky

Ben Olins

Travis Clark

Football

David Voshchin

Justin Avergon

Ryan Wilensky
Doug Spink

Jared Klapman
Brion Rock
Chris Moriarty
Rachel Wilensky
Mike Stawowy
Joe McKinnon
Jake Leppo
Kevin Reyes
Neal Zucker
Ian Solomon
Todd Zucker

Color War 2009 – Divisions
High Senior - Action

Blue
Brendan Wolf
Eric Lesser
Gabe Gerson
Jacob Leppo
Jose Noyola
Josue Seoane
Marcus Tingling
Tony Adams
Vincent Leppo

Intermediates – Chick Flicks

White
Aidan Driscoll
Alex Hebert
Connor Edwards
Jacob Sands
Jarrid McElligot
Kyle Hood
Roque Reyes
Steve Kessler
Zach Leppo

White
Ben Robinson
Corey White
Grady Newberg
Jeremy Zucker
Joey Cohen
Jonah Rappaport
Louis Shaevel
Mohamed Mohamud
Zach Borim

Low Seniors - Comedy

Blue
Adam Josephson
Darius Hare
Edmilson Barbosa
Gabe Dan
Jacob Shochat
Jake Karger
Jason Feldman
Jon Dunlap
Noah Mark

White
Dominic Dukes
Danny Brack
Jake Coughlin
Josh Hirshfeld
Matt Leppo
Matt Shaffer
Mike Katzen
Mitchell Lesser
Noah Aspel
Panharith Kong

High Juniors - Romance

Middle Senior - Drama

Blue
Andrew Jonash
Ben Eggert
Ben Grosser
David Adler
Jake Ryter
Jay Mastrangelo
Lewis Morin
Matt Yudysky
Sam Miller

Blue
Aaron Rappaport
Cam DeLuca
Coby Mayhew
Jack Meaney
Jacob Stetson
Jordan Chabot
Josh Mazur
Kevin Byrne
Nathaniel Cruz
Zach Chason
Ian Finn

Blue
Anthony Folkes
Chris Forrest
David Wong
DeNicio Campozano
Jack Lesser
Jalen Price
Jordan Leppo
Luke Stillman
Raymond Wu
Sam London

White
Alex Romantz
Andrew Mastrangelo
Gabe Sands
Hale Condon
Josh Rameriz
Kevin Wu
Patrick O'Toole
Sam Wong
Vajra Spring
Walden Ng

Low Juniors - Animated

White
Anthony LeBlanc
Dylan Ansel-Kelly
Evan April
Jake Margolin
Jordan Cohen
Justin Hirshfeld
Matt Connolly
Nathan Wright
Sam Eggert

Blue
Alex Su
Anthony Shea
Carlos Rameriz
Dylan DeVries
Evan Vale
Joey LeBlanc
Leo Kotomori
Matt Moriarty
Oudam Seang
Jay Karp

White
Ari Mayhew
David Rosch
Enoch Haas
Gabe Leppo
Jake Yezerski
Jordan Redley
Juan Carlos Gonzalez
Max Lustig
Michael Goroshko
Yasin Mohamud

Color War 2009 Schedule/Results
Day 0
Tennis
Animated Tennis (2)
Romance Tennis (2)
Chick Flick Tennis (2)
Comedy Tennis (2)
Drama Tennis (2)
Action Tennis (2)

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue

Archery
Animated Archery (2)
Romance Archery (2)
Chick Flick Archery (2)
Comedy Archery (2)
Drama Archery (2)
Action Archery (2)
Chess
Animated Chess (1)
Romance Chess (1)
Chick Flick Chess (1)
Comedy Chess (1)
Drama Chess (1)
Action Chess (1)

Wiffleball
Junior Wiffleball (3)
Senior Wiffleball (3)

Evening Tugs
Animated Tugs (5)
Romance Tugs (5)
Chick Flick Tugs (5)
Comedy Tugs (5)
Drama Tugs (5)
Action Tugs (5)

Score after Day 0:

Winning Team
Blue
White
White
Blue
Blue
Blue
Winning Team
Blue
White
White
Stalemate
White
White

Winning Team
White
Blue

Players
Alex Su and Anthony Shea
Jalan Price and Jack Lesser
Zach Chason and Jordan Chabot
Jake Karger and Jason Feldman
Andrew Jonash and David Adler
Jacob Leppo and Tony Adams

Score
6-1
2-0
13-5
18-0
24-6
10-9

Player
Evan Vale
Gabe Sands
Panharith Kong
Adam Josephson
Matt Yudysky
Vincent Leppo

Score
2-0
2-0
2-0
1-1-1
2-0
2-0

Player
Jay Karp
Sam Wong
Danny Brack
Ben Eggert and Ben Robinson
Jake Margolin
Alex Hebert

Score
18-2
40-31

Winning Team
White
White
White
White
White
White

Blue: 25

Score
8-4
8-2
8-5
8-5
8-0
8-1

Players
Andrew Mastrangelo, Gabe Leppo, Josh Hirschfield
Eric Lesser, Darius Hare, Jay Mastrangelo

Score
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-1
2-0
2-0

White: 41 (minus 1 penalty point)

Day 1
Morning Sports
Animated Kickball (10)
Romance Soccer (10)
Chick Flick Basketball (10)
Comedy Volleyball (10)
Drama Waterpolo (10)
Action Softball (10)

Winning Team
Blue
White
Blue
White
White
White

Score
10-4
4-1
46-45 ot
3-1
2-0
10-5

Afternoon Sports
Animated Soccer (10)
Romance Kickball (10)
Chick Flick Volleyball (10)
Comedy Basketball (10)
Drama Softball (10)
Action Waterpolo (10)

Winning Team
White
White
Blue
Blue
White
White

Score
2-0
15-0
3-1
59-24
23-4
8-4

Evening Activities
Animated Spelling Bee (5)
Romance Spelling Bee (5)
Chick Flick Spelling Bee (5)
Senior Apache Relay (15)

Winning Team
White
White
Blue
Blue

MVP
Alex Su
Vajra Spring
Zach Chason
Justin Hirschfeld
Joey Cohen
Kyle Hood

Rest Period

Score after Day 1:

MVP
Ari Mayhew
Gabe Sands
Jacob Stetson
Jake Karger
Grady Newburg + Zach Borim
Vincent Leppo

Winner/MVP
David Rosch
Andrew Mastrangelo
Coby Mayhew
Eric Lesser

Blue 94 (minus 1 penalty point)

White 121

Day 2
Morning Sports
Animated Relays (10)
Romance Waterpolo (10)
Chick Flick Football (10)
Comedy Softball (10)
Drama Volleyball (10)
Action Soccer (10)

Winning Team
Blue
White
White
White
White
White

6-4
4-0
19-6
6-5
3-1
3-1

Afternoon Sports
Animated Waterpolo (10)
Romance Basketball (10)
Chick Flick Softball (10)
Comedy Football (10)
Drama Soccer (10)
Action Volleyball (10)

Winning Team
Blue
White
Blue
White
White
White

6-2
43-39
3-0
24-6
2-0
3-2

Score

MVP
Matt Moriarty
Patrick O’Toole
Mike Katzen
Nathan Wright
Jeremy Zucker
Roque Reyes

Score

MVP
Jay Karp
Andrew Mastrangelo
Zach Chason
Anthony LeBlanc
Joey Cohen
Kyle Hood

Evening Activities
Junior Apache Relay (15)
Comedy Spelling Bee (5)
Drama Spelling Bee (5)
Spelling Bee (5)

Winning Team
Blue
White
White
White

Score after Day 2:

Winner
Andrew Mastrangelo and Yasin Mohamud
Matt Connolly
Jeremy Zucker
Roque Reyes

Blue 120

White 244 (minus 1 penalty point)

Day 3
Morning
Junior Track Meet (100)
Senior Swim Meet (100)

Blue
58.92
66.67

White
41.07
33.33

Afternoon
Junior Swim Meet (100)
Senior Track Meet (100)

Blue
62.5
52.38

White
37.5
47.62

Score after Day 3:

Blue 360.47

White 403.52

Day 4
Morning Sports
Animated Newcomb (10)
Romance Softball (10)
Chick Flick Soccer (10)
Comedy Waterpolo (10)
Drama Football (10)
Action Basketball (10)

Winning Team
Blue
White
Blue
Blue
Blue
White

Score
2-1
12-0
6-1
11-4
34-12
84-80

MVP
Anthony Shea
Alex Romantz
Nathan Cruz
Jon Dunlap
Andrew Jonash and Lewis Morin
Jarrid McElligot

Rest Period
Afternoon
Junior Omelet Game(15)
Senior Omelet Game (15)

Winning Team
Blue
Blue

Score
6-5
6-5

Evening
Song Night Practice
Score after Day 4:

Blue 430.47

White 423.52

MVP
Nathan Cruz
Brendan Wolf

Day 5
Morning Sports
Animated Softball (10)
Romance Newcomb (10)
Chick Flick Waterpolo (10)
Comedy Soccer (10)
Drama Basketball (10)
Action Football (10)

Winning Team
Blue
White
Blue
Blue
White
White

Score
5-3
2-0
2-1
4-2
70-65
32-19

MVP
Anthony Shea
Sam Wong
Jacob Stetson
Gabe Dan
Mohamed Mohamud
Zach Leppo

Afternoon
Song Night Practice
Score going into Song Night:

Blue 460.47

Song Night
Entrance (40 Points)
Song from the Seats (30 Points)
Skit (50 Points)
Song from the Floor (30 Points)
Alma Mater (50 Points)
Final Score of Song Night

Blue
18
13.5
21.5
16.33
23.33
92.66

White 453.52
White
22
16.5
28.5
13.67
26.67
107.34

FINAL SCORE OF COLOR WAR: Blue 553 White 560

Individual Swim and Track Day Results (Day 3)
MORNING
Animated Track Results
Relay: Blue (Alex Su, Anthony Shea, Matt Moriarty, Joey LeBlanc)
Dash: 1) Joey LeBlanc (Blue) 2) Evan Vale (Blue) 3) Gabe Leppo (White)
Broad Jump: 1) Joey LeBlanc (Blue) 2) Alex Su (Blue) 3) Ari Mayhew (White)
Softball Throw: 1) Anthony Shea (Blue) 2) Matt Moriarty (Blue) 3) Jake Yezerski (White)
Steeple Chase: 1) Gabe Leppo (White) 2) Matt Moriarty (Blue) 3) Evan Vale (Blue) 4) Jake Yezerski (White)
Distance: 1) Joey LeBlanc (B) 2) Juan Carlos Gonzalez (W) 3) Ari Mayhew (W) 4) Max Lustig (W)
Romance Track Results
Relay: Blue (DeNicio Campozano, Luke Stillman, Jack Lesser, Chris Forrest)
Dash: 1) Alex Romantz (White) 2) DeNicio Campozano (Blue) 3) Gabe Sands (White)
Broad Jump: 1) DeNicio Campozano (Blue) 2) Luke Stillman (Blue) 3) Anthony Folkes (Blue)
Softball Throw: 1) Hale Condon (White) 2) Andrew Mastrangelo (White) 3) Jalan Price (Blue)
Steeple Chase: 1) Andrew Mastrangelo (W) 2) Jack Lesser (B) 3) Sam Wong (W) 4) Patrick O’Toole (W)
Distance: 1) Alex Romantz (W) 2) Luke Stillman (B) 3) DeNicio Campozano (B) 4) Josh Rameriz (W)
Chick Flick Results
Relay: Blue (Nathan Cruz, Ian Finn, Zach Chason, Jacob Stetson)
Dash: 1) Ian Finn (Blue) 2) Matt Shaffer (White) 3) Nate Cruz (Blue)
Broad Jump: 1) Zach Chason (Blue) 2) Ian Finn (Blue) 3) Coby Mayhew (Blue)
Softball Throw: 1) Josh Hirschfeld (White) 2) Kevin Byrne (Blue) 3) Cam DeLuca (Blue)
Steeple Chase: 1) Matt Shaffer (White) 2) Jacob Stetson (Blue) 3) Mitchell Lesser (White) 4) Nate Cruz (Blue)
Distance: 1) Matt Leppo (White) 2) Ian Finn (Blue) 3) Zach Chason (Blue) 4) Panharith Kong (White)
Comedy Swim Results
Relay: White (Anthony LeBlanc, Matt Connolly, Evan April, Jake Margolin)
Freestyle: 1) Jon Dunlap (Blue) 2) Justin Hirschfeld (White) 3) Gabe Dan (White)
Backstroke: 1) Jon Dunlap (Blue) 2) Nathan Wright (White) 3) Noah Mark (Blue)
Underwater Swim: 1) Jake Karger (Blue) 2) Matt Connolly (White) 3) Darius Hare (Blue)
Distance: 1) Jon Dunlap (Blue) 2) Nathan Wright (White) 3) Jake Karger (Blue) 4) Jordan Cohen (White)
Drama Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Jake Ryter, Sam Miller, Lewis Morin, Matt Yudysky)
Freestyle: 1) Andrew Jonash (Blue) 2) Jeremy Zucker (White) 3) Grady Newberg (White)
Backstroke: 1) Ben Eggert (Blue) 2) Grady Newberg (White) 3) Lewis Morin (Blue)
Underwater Swim: 1) Andrew Jonash (B) 2) Jonah Rappaport (W) 3) Ben Eggert (B)
Distance: 1) Ben Eggert (Blue) 2) Andrew Jonash (Blue) 3) Andrew Mastrangelo (Blue) 4) David Adler (Blue)
Action Swim Results
Relay: White (Alex Hebert, Jacob Sands, Aidan Driscoll, Roque Reyes)
Freestyle: 1) Jacob Leppo (Blue) 2) Vincent Leppo (Blue) 3) Kyle Hood (White)
Backstroke: 1) Connor Edwards (White) 2) Jacob Leppo (Blue) 3) Alex Hebert (White)
Underwater Swim: 1) Jose Noyola (B) 2) Brendan Wolfe (B) 3) Connor Edwards (W)
Distance: 1) Jacob Leppo (Blue) 2) Eric Lesser (Blue) 3) Kyle Hood (White) 4) Jose Noyola (Blue)

AFTERNOON
Animated Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Alex Su, Matt Moriarty, Anthony Shea, Dylan DeVries)
Freestyle: 1) Alex Su (Blue) 2) Ari Mayhew (White) 3) Anthony Shea (Blue)
Backstroke: 1) Ari Mayhew (White) 2) Alex Su (Blue) 3) Enoch Haas (White)
Breath Holding: 1) Leo Kotomori (Blue) 2) Carlos Ramirez (Blue) 3) Jake Yezerski (White)
Romance Swim Results
Relay: Blue (David Wong, Jalan Price, Luke Stillman, DeNicio Campozano)
Freestyle: 1) Sam Wong (White) 2) Patrick O’ Toole (White) 3) Sam London (Blue)
Backstroke: 1) Sam Wong (White) 2) David Wong (Blue) 3) Jack Lesser (Blue)
Underwater Swim: 1) Sam London (Blue) Walden Ng (White) 3) Hale Condon (White)
Distance: 1) Patrick O’Toole (White) 2) Walden Ng (White) 3) Sam Wong (White) 4) Sam London (Blue)
Chick Flick Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Zach Chason, Jack Meaney, Kevin Byrne, Aaron Rappaport)
Freestyle: 1) Jacob Stetson (Blue) 2) Matt Shaffer (White) 3) Josh Hirschfeld (White)
Backstroke: 1) Jacob Stetson (Blue) 2) Coby Mayhew (Blue) 3) Zach Chason (Blue)
Underwater Swim: 1) Jack Meaney (B) 2) Coby Mayhew (B) 3) Aaron Rappaport (B)
Distance: 1) Coby Mayhew (B) 2) Jacob Stetson (B) 3) Noah Aspel (W) 4) Matt Shaffer (W)
Comedy Track Results
Relay: Blue (Jake Karger, Jon Dunlap, Adam Josephson, Edmilson Barbosa)
Dash: 1) Anthony LeBlanc (White) 2) Gabe Dan (Blue) 3) Nathan Wright (White)
Broad Jump: 1) Jon Dunlap (Blue) 2) Anthony LeBlanc (White) 3) Jacob Shocat (Blue)
Softball Throw: 1) Justin Hirschfeld (White) 2) Nathan Wright (White) 3) Matt Connolly (White)
Steeple Chase: 1) Anthony LeBlanc (W) 2) Nathan Wright (W) 3) Jake Karger (B) 4) Edmilson Barbosa (B)
Distance: 1) Gabe Dan (Blue) 2) Jon Dunlap (Blue) 3) Evan April (White) 4) Jacob Shochat (Blue)
Drama Track Results
Relay: Blue (Andrew Jonash, Lewis Morin, Jay Mastrangelo, Sam Miller)
Dash: 1) Andrew Jonash (Blue) 2) Jeremy Zucker (White) 3) Louis Shaevel (White)
Broad Jump: 1) Jeremy Zucker (White) 2) Lewis Morin (Blue) 3) Ben Robinson (White)
Softball Throw: 1) Grady Newberg (White) 2) Andrew Jonash (Blue) 3) Mohamed Mohamud (White)
Steeple Chase: 1) Louis Shaevel (W) 2) Andrew Jonash (B) 3) Jay Mastrangelo (B) 4) M. Mohamud (W)
Distance: 1) Grady Newberg (White) 2) Lewis Morin (Blue) 3) Jeremy Zucker (White) 4) Jake Ryter (Blue)
Action Track Results
Relay: White (Jacob Sands, Kyle Hood, Zach Leppo, Connor Edwards)
Dash: 1) Jacob Sands (White) 2) Vincent Leppo (Blue) 3) Jacob Leppo (Blue)
Broad Jump: 1) Jose Noyola (Blue) 2) Jacob Leppo (Blue) 3) Jarrid McElligot (White)
Softball Throw: 1) Brendan Wolfe (Blue) 2) Connor Edwards (White) 3) Kyle Hood (White)
Steeple Chase: 1) Jose Noyola (Blue) 2) Jacob Sands (White) 3) Alex Hebert (White) 4) Brendan Wolfe (Blue)
Distance: 1) Josue Seoane (Blue) 2) Jacob Leppo (Blue) 3) Aidan Driscoll (White) 4) Steve Kessler (White)

BLUE SAVAGE
One Way or Another- Blondie
One way or another, we’re gonna find ya
We’re gonna, get ya, get ya, get ya, get ya
One way or another, we’re gonna beat ya
We’re gonna beat ya, beat ya, beat ya, beat ya
One way or another, we’re gonna find ya
We’re gonna, get ya, get ya, get ya, get ya
One game, maybe next game
You’re gonna fall down, and worship, and worship
Sa-vage top of the plaque
Dis-turbed under attack
White team can’t take the heat
Sa-vage cannot be beat
[Repeat All]

Better Days- Goo Goo Dolls (Alma Mater)
And you asked me what I want this year
And I try to make this kind and clear
Just a chance that maybe we’ll come back again
‘Cause I don’t need boxes wrapped in strings
And designer love and empty things
Just a chance that maybe we’ll come back again
So take these words and sing out loud
‘Cause everyone will be forced to cry
‘Cause tonight’s the night we finally say goodbye

Cold as Ice- Foreigner
We’re as cold as ice
We’re going to sacrifice the white
They’re gonna pay the price
This is their final night
We know
We’ve seen it before
It happens all the time
We’ve taken the war
And left the white behind
We’ve beaten them down
They’re floating away
As they are drown-ing
They just hear us say…

I need some place simple where we can live
And something only West End gives
And that’s faith and trust and peace while we’re alive
And the friends we’ve come to know and love
And there’s ten million more we probably could
If we all just spent our summer here again
[Chorus]
I wish everyone was loved tonight
And somehow stop this endless fight
Just a chance that maybe we’ll come back again
[Chorus; last line 2X]

Cheer Medley
Welcome to the Savage where our players play,
And we run over white like everyday,
Disturbed on the run, see Savage roamin’,
White team afraid they won’t see the next morning.
Blue Savage ain’t nothing to mess with! [4X]
No where to run to,
No where to hide,
Team from the other side,
Savage Worldwide.
Now throw your hands in the ay-er,
And wave ‘em like you just don’t cay-er,
And if you wanna beat the white, we win the war tonight
Everybody let me hear you say oh yay-yer
We came to get down,
We came to get down,
So get out ya seat and jump around,
Jump! Jump! Jump Around! [2x]
Gotta Be- Des’ree
We wake up and our day unfolds
Talent that the white can’t hold
All disturbed can do is watch and cry
Savage has no time for tears
Disturbed is filled with doubt and fear
A blue plaque’s on the wall and white just wonders why
You gotta be
You gotta be bad, you gotta be bold, you gotta be wiser
You gotta be hard, you gotta be tough, you gotta be
stronger
You gotta be cool, you gotta be calm, you gotta stick
together
All I know, all I know, is blue will win the war
Winning every game and split
Those stupid clowns can’t handle it
We’ve taken over the war
Now it’s savage time

House of the Rising Sun- The Animals
There is a place way down by the lake
They call the savage land
And it’s been the ruin of many a poor team
And white they know they’re one
The only thing a savage needs
Is a sharp-ened stick, and a club
And the only time he’s satisfied
Is when he’s on the hunt
White coaches tell your children
Not to wander off at night
Or spend your life in misery
‘cause blue has won the fight

Some question the strength of blue
Something that you shouldn’t do
Blue Sa-vage, Hey, Hey, Hey

We’re going down the water-front
To toast our vic-tory
With roar-ing flames and roast-ing meat
Back in the sa-vage land

[Chorus]

[Chorus]

WHITE DISTURBED
Bad- Michael Jackson
The war is white’s
It feels so right
Don’t show your faces
In broad daylight

Stop telling lies, you’re in white’s game of wonder
Ain’t gon’ play nice, blue is gonna go under
Better think twice, their game plan will be altered
So If you must falter be wise
Blue’s mind’s in disturbia, in their dreams they see the white
Disturbia, is white scaring blue tonight?
Disturbia, ain’t used to what they like
Disturbia, Disturbia

We’re telling you
Just how we feel
We’re out of our minds
And we shoot to kill

x4 Bom Bom Bidom, Bom Bom Bidom Bom

Chorus:

Faded blue plaques on the wall, the white is taking over
Watching the Blue Savage fall, Disturbed is watching them break
They better get out, and give us this war now
Dis-turbed is a monster, oh

They say the sky’s the limit
And for us that’s really true
But my friends you have seen nothing
Just wait ‘til we get through

[Chorus]

Because we’re mad!
Yeah we’re mad!
We’re completely mad!

X2

The word is out
They’re doing wrong
Gonna shut blue up
Before too long
We’re telling you
What we’re about
This is our game
So shut your mouths
Chorus X2

Disturbia- Rihanna
4x: Bom Bom Bidom, Bom Bom Bidom Bom
No more hearts in their chest, can’t even talk about us
Nothing heard, nothing said, can’t even think about us
On blue’s life, on blue’s head, they want to cry about us
Seems like we’re going insane, yea
Chorus:
We will creep through the night and come and grab you
We will creep up to you and consume you
A disease in the mind, we will control you
This is Disturb’s war now

x4 Bom Bom Bidom, Bom Bom Bidom Bom

Mad World- Gary Jules (Alma Mater)
All around us are smiling faces
Familiar places, familiar faces
It’s bright and early, and we love what we see
Don’t make us leave, Don’t makes us leave
Chorus:
And we find it kind of funny
It makes us kind of sad
The dreams of us at West End
Are the best we’ve ever had
We find it hard to tell you
It always makes us weep
The thought of leaving West End in just under a week
West End, West End
We’re always waiting for the day we feel best
The first day of camp, first day of camp
We can’t believe that it’s already over
Can it go on, can it go on
[Chorus]
We will always have the spirit within us
We won’t let it leave us, the spirit will never die
A year from now we’ll have smiling faces
Familiar places, familiar faces
[Chorus]

Teenagers –My Chemical Romance
We’re gonna beat up the blue
there’s nothing savage can do

disturbed is making a joke of you
Because we sleep with a gun
And make sure this war is won
so we can break all their spirits too.
Because their plans never work
And we just give them a smirk
And we got methods to make you scream
Were gonna rip off your heads
Your aspirations to shreds
Another team in the disturbed machine
You say that disturbed just scares the living hell out of
me
But we could care less as long as savage’ll bleed
We darken our clothes and strike a violent pose
We’ll never leave you alone so you’ll see
The savage just make us sick
The awful name that you picked
The savage is just way to timid
You are too troubled and hurt
blue just gets buried in dirt
We’ll make you pay for the things that you did
Chorus
There is no room on the plaque
With all the talent you lack
Blue doesn’t make the right cut for fame

They’re a prideless, pale, pathetic lot
And they haven’t got a clue
The white team will make fools out of blue
I’m never gonna catch my breath
Say goodbye to those who knew me
Boy, was I a fool for trying to win
The white’s got me scared to death
I know they can see right through me
Even divine miracles can’t get blue a win
(White will win) The blue team knows that this war is over
(Blue will cry) This war was finished before it started
(Now it’s done) Disturbed will be forever remembered
Consider yourselves beaten by the clowns
Time is racing towards them
Until the scores arrive
Clowns are getting stronger
And blue won’t survive
We’re prepared to face the rage of war
And we know just what to do
The white team will make fools out of blue
[Chorus]

Cheer Medley
W.H.I.T.E.
x2 Savages will die
D.I.S.T.U.R.B.
And they’re about to cry

Chorus X2

We feel irrational
So confrontational
To tell the truth, disturbed is getting away with murder
It is impossible
To even save the blue
Cuz in reality, white’s getting away with murder

I’ll Make a Man Out of You- Mulan

X6 Getting Away

Let’s get down to business
To defeat savage
Their team is getting slaughtered
They’re below average

Blue’s going right down baby right down
When they see clowns when they see white clowns

You try to get in first place
But we just laugh in your face
Cuz at the top there is only one name

They’re the saddest bunch we’ve ever met
And you can bet before we’re through
The white team will make fools out of blue
Tears are streaming down them
But we only show grins
We’ll continue to pound them
‘Til they announce white wins

White riot
2X We want a riot
White riot
Beat the blue
Sometimes white comes around
X2 And we knock blue down
Don’t get back up
Cuz we’ll knock blue down

X2

HOUSE SONG
The West End House Camp song we sing today was composed by Al Sherman
around 1946; it was first heard at a West End House Show & Dance at the Statler
Ballroom in Boston.
Hundreds of hearts that beat as one
Grateful for all the House has done
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.

James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.

When you’re one of the boys
You’re always one of the boys
And here’s one thing you’ll do –
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through . . . . .

James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.

RIP RIP RIP RAP RAP RAP WEST END HOUSE (clap clap clap) WEST END HOUSE (clap clap
clap) YEAH!

